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Stimulated by the environmental, economic and commercial concerns, reverse logistics, 
refers to the distribution activities involved in product returns, has recently received 
growing attention. Nonetheless, reverse logistics is actually very involved and can be 
extremely complex. Many companies with limited resources and knowledge of reverse 
logistics are incapable or unwilling to enter the reverse logistics market. Furthermore, the 
increasing opportunities for cost savings and customer satisfaction have prompted third 
party logistics providers (3PLs) to get involved in the forward and reverse logistics 
operations. Accordingly, more and more companies are increasingly outsourcing their 
distribution operations to the third party logistics providers 
 
Due to the difference and interaction between the forward and reverse distributions, how 
to integrate the forward and reverse channels has become an emerging issue. In the past, 
there are very few researches treating forward and reverse distribution simultaneously for 
the 3PLs. In fact, the integration of forward and reverse distribution and the locations of 
hybrid facilities for both forward and reverse networks need to be considered especially 
at the stage of distribution network design. On the other hand, the distribution network 
operated by the 3PLs is also involved in the multi-objective treatment which explicitly 
analyzes the tradeoff between cost and customer satisfaction. Moreover, different from 
other distribution network, the distribution network operated by the 3PLs not only 
considers the type and quantity of customer products demands but also the corresponding 
clients that customers are served. Another key issue involved is the efficient solution 
 v
method for such problems. Due to the complexity of the problem and the large number of 
variables and constraints, the use of conventional linear programming tools to obtain 
solutions is limited. 
 
In this research, two models for the integrated network design for 3PLs are proposed. The 
first one is a multi-objective optimization model. Two objectives are considered in this 
proposed model: (1) maximization of the returned products shipped from customers back 
to the collection facilities; and (2) minimization of the total cost associated with the 
forward and reverse logistics operations. Fuzzy goal programming (FGP) approach is 
applied to determine the compromise solution for the multi-objective model. The second 
one is proposed for the multiproduct network design problem considering activities of 
3PLs for forward and reverse distributions simultaneously.  
 
To solve the proposed models, the genetic algorithm (GA) with different greedy 
algorithms is used to obtain the location of facilities and the product forward and reverse 
flows. Numerical experiments are presented to demonstrate the applicability of the 
formulated models and the solution approaches. 
 
Finally, in view of the research work so far has been conducted, the future work is 
depicted and pictured. 
Keywords: Reverse logistics; Third party logistics providers; Integrated network design; 
Multi-objective; Multiproduct; Genetic algorithm; Greedy algorithm. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 RESEARCH BACKGROUND 
Reverse logistics is the process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, 
cost effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory, finished goods and related 
information from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of 
recapturing value or proper disposal. More precisely, reverse logistics is the process of 
moving goods from their typical final destination for the purpose of capturing value, or 
proper disposal (Rogers, 1998). Reverse logistics encompasses the logistics activities all 
the way from used products no longer required by the user to products again usable in a 
market. Remanufacturing and refurbishing activities also may be included in the 
definition of reverse logistics.  
 
Products may be in the reverse direction in the supply chain for a variety of reasons 
which include: manufacturing returns; commercial returns; product recalls; warranty 
returns; service returns; end-of-use returns and end-of-life returns. Manufacturing returns 
mean that the components or products have to be recovered in the production phase due 
to unsatisfactory quality or production leftovers. Commercial returns are all those returns 
where a buyer has a contractual option to return products to the seller. B2C (Business to 
Customer) commercial returns often occur in the business-to-consumer scenery, in which 
products may be sent back due to mismatches in demand and supply in terms of timing or 
product quality. Product recalls mean that the defective products will be recollected after 
they have entered the supply chain. Warranty returns mean that the sold products which 
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do not meet the promised quality standards will be returned by customers. In a situation 
that the warranty period has expired, the returns of products from customers for 
maintenance or repair service are defined as service returns. Ultimately, even after use or 
product life, the collection of products to be remanufactured, recycled or incinerated are 
referred to end-of-use and end-of-life returns. 
 
Traditionally, companies merely considered the forward supply chain in their commercial 
operations but did not realize the responsibility of taking care their products after the 
product life spans. Lately, due to the new waste management legislation such as Basel 
Convention (Basel Convention official website, 2006), the operations of used–product 
recovery have attracted more attentions. Meanwhile, due to the high costs and 
environmental burdens of disposal of used-products, more and more companies have 
taken up the collection, dismantling and upgrading of used products and packaging 
materials (Revlog, 2005). Reverse logistics is an excellent strategic source of value added 
revenues. The following economical and practical justifications highlight the necessity of 
investment in the reverse logistics. In the United States, the remanufactured auto parts 
market was estimated to be $36 billion in 1998 (APRA, 1998). In 1999, the total value of 
returned merchandise was $62 billion, while the cost of handling these product returns 
was estimated to be $40 billion (ReturnBuy, 2000).  
 
While recognizing the importance of reverse logistics operations, many companies take 
the reverse flows into account to get more profit, to avoid any waste and even to benefit 
the customer relationship. However, the reverse logistics operations and the reverse 
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supply chains are much more complicated than traditional manufacturing supply chains 
(Dennis and Kambil, 2003). Many companies currently have inefficient, slow and 
expensive processes for handling returned products. They are either incapable or 
unwilling to enter the reverse logistics market. Considerable value is lost when reverse 
logistics activities are not processed quickly and completely. Therefore, more and more 
companies outsource the reverse logistics operations to the third party logistics providers 
(3PLs). For example, in the United States, the market for 3PLs was estimated at more 
than $45 billion in 1999 and is growing by nearly 18% annually (Ko and Evans, 2005). In 
addition, 74% of Fortune 500 companies used 3PLs’ services during 2000. These services 
involved transportation management, freight payment, warehouse management, shipment 
tracking, and reverse logistics (Ko and Evans, 2005). The main advantage of outsourcing 
reverse logistics to the 3PLs can be described as follows. The 3PLs have sufficient tools 
or systems to assist in controlling forward distributions effectively, as such, reverse 
logistics is an intuitive extension of the existing business scope of the 3PLs and it is not 
necessary to interrupt the existing forward flows. Accordingly, the 3PLs are ideally suited 
in handling reverse logistics and cost savings.  
 
At present, many companies often handle the reverse distribution through the original 
forward channel. In fact, the reverse logistics has big difference with forward logistics. 
For instance, since the returning product is not in “new” condition, additional verification 
must be performed at receiving to ensure the expected product from a customer matches 
the actual received product. Furthermore, many returned items just require basic testing 
and repackaging and some units require more advanced repair work. The units are 
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streamed back to the original manufacturer or to a service center for repair. As such, 
using the original forward channel is not appropriate to reverse logistics. To design a new 
reverse channel becomes a key issue for both the researchers and the companies. Ko and 
Park (2005) illustrated that integrated network considering forward and reverse 
distribution simultaneously provided more effective solution than treating forward and 
reverse distribution separately.  
 
However, there are very few models treating forward and reverse distribution 
simultaneously. Most existing researches only focus on the separate reverse distribution 
problem in which the interaction between the distribution of forward products and 
returned products is ignored. In fact, the integration of forward and reverse distribution 
and the locations of hybrid facilities for both forward and reverse networks need to be 
considered at the stage of distribution network design. Especially for the 3PLs which 
always manage the forward and reverse operations for a number of different clients, 
combining the forward and reverse flows will give them more competitive advantages 
with respect to cost and revenue.  
 
Furthermore, the characteristics of the 3PLs also should be taken into account in the 
research work. Firstly, the distribution operations of the 3PLs often enters into the 
tradeoff between cost saving and customer satisfaction. Given a fixed level of operation 
cost, the more customers the 3PLs serve, the more potential benefits they gain. Such 
potential benefits are usually derived from an enhancement of their corporate image, 
which commonly can not be evaluated by money. Secondly, the 3PLs usually serve 
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different clients and each client has their own customers, the demand of these customers 
can only be satisfied by the specific clients although different clients may have same 
types of products. 
 
Another key issue involved is the efficient solution method for such problems. Due to the 
complexity of the problem and the large number of variables and constraints, the use of 
conventional linear programming tools to obtain solutions is very limited. The 
development of efficient algorithm is necessary for the research work in this field. 
 
1.2 RESEARCH SCOPE 
Research on the integrated distribution network design revolves around managing the 
interaction between the forward and reverse distribution. Key concerns which invariably 
surface are the locations of facilities for operations of both forward and reverse logistics, 
as well as the distribution of forward and returned products. This study addresses two 
integrated forward and reverse distributions network design problems for the 3PLs that 
are under different scenarios according to the characteristic of the 3PLs. The research 
scope for this study comprises of the following segments. 
z Model development for the integrated network design of the 3PLs.  
z Develop heuristic method to deal with the large-scale network problems. 
 
1.3 ORGANIZATION OF RESEARCH 
There are totally five chapters in this research.  
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Chapter 1 is the introductory chapter which is made up of three sections – research 
background, research scope and organization of research. 
Chapter 2 is the literature review chapter, which presents and summarizes the past 
research work related to the major components of this research – reverse distribution 
network design and outsourcing the reverse distribution to the 3PLs.  
 
Chapter 3 develops a multi-objective model considering activities of the 3PLs for forward 
and reverse distributions simultaneously. Two objectives are included in the proposed 
model: (1) maximization of the returned products shipped from customers back to the 
collection facilities; and (2) minimization of the total costs associated with the forward 
and reverse logistics operations. Fuzzy goal programming (FGP) approach is applied to 
determine the compromise solution for the multi-objective model. A genetic algorithm 
(GA) with two sub-algorithms is developed to solve the problem. Numerical experiments 
are presented to demonstrate the applicability of the formulated model and the solution 
method. 
 
Chapter 4 addresses an integrated forward and reverse distributions network design 
problem for the 3PLs that involves locating distribution facilities such as warehouse, 
collection center and hybrid warehouse-collection center, and determining the strategy 
for distributing the multiple products between the clients of the 3PLs and the customers 
via distribution facilities. A genetic algorithm (GA) with two greedy algorithms is used 
for solution purpose. Computational experiments demonstrate a great deal of promise for 
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this solution method, as high-quality solutions are obtained while expending modest 
computational effort.  
 
Chapter 5 concludes this research, and provides some recommendations for future 
research. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter provides a review of academic literature related to the field of the present 
investigation. Some useful enlightenment for this research is also got from the review and 
the analysis to these outputs. 
 
2.1 REVERSE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK DESIGN 
Vandermerwe and Oliff (1991) provided a systematic analysis of the business 
implications of product recovery which is among the earliest influential contributions to 
reverse logistics network design. Stock (1992) firstly recognized the field of reverse 
logistics as being relevant for business and society and gave the definition of “reverse 
logistics”. Kopicki et al. (1993) investigated the discipline and practice of reverse 
logistics, pointing out the opportunities on reuse and recycling. Sarkis et al. (1995) 
depicted three important characteristics that differentiate a reverse distribution system 
from a forward distribution system. Firstly, most logistics systems are not equipped to 
handle product movement in a reverse channel. Secondly, the reverse distribution cost 
may be higher than moving the original product from the manufacturing site to the 
customer due to the smaller batch size. Thirdly, returned products often cannot be 
transported, stored, or handled in the same manner as in regular channel. Therefore, 
modifications and extensions of traditional network design models are required. 
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2.1.1  Strategic Points in the Design of Reverse Supply Chain Network 
Reverse logistics is an excellent strategic source of value added revenues. During the last 
decade, reverse logistics has received increasing recognition from both academic 
researchers and industrial practitioners. The location of production facilities, storage 
concepts, and transportation strategies are major determinants of supply chain 
performance. Reverse logistics should also be taken into account during the design of the 
support network such as location and capacity of warehouses, plants, choice of 
outsourcing vendors, distribution channel and supporting technology. Returns 
information captured should be integrated with forward supply chain information to 
achieve optimum planning and reduction of costs. The whole support network can then 
be designed in such a way that it can service both the forward and reverse logistics 
processes efficiently. This is in line with the concept of a closed-loop supply chain design. 
Rakesh and Vinayak (2005) summarized four strategic points in the design of reverse 
supply chain network which are elaborated as follows. 
 
• Acquisition/collection of returned/used products  
Managing the collection and acquisition of used or returned products potentially accounts 
for a significant part of the total costs of any closed-loop supply chain. To design the 
network for collection a company can install several drop points for customers to hand in 
used products, integrate the reverse flow of used products with other transportation flows 
or use a direct express mail system to bypass several stages of the network for fast 
processing. The type of design depends on different product types and needs of the 
customers. Retailers and distributors are often used as the points of collection.  
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• Testing/grading operations  
The location of the test and grade operations in the network has an important impact on 
the flow of goods. It is only after this stage that individual products can be assigned to an 
appropriate recovery option and hence to a geographical destination. It is important to see 
a tradeoff between transportation and investment costs at this stage. Testing collected 
products early in the channel may minimize total transportation distance since graded 
products can directly be sent to the corresponding recovery operation. On the other hand, 
expensive test equipment and the need for skilled labor act as drivers for centralizing the 
test and grade operations.  
 
• Reprocessing  
The reprocessing generally requires high investments in establishing the network for 
reverse logistics. The costs for specialized remanufacturing or recycling equipment 
influence the economic viability of reprocessing. Integration of product recovery 
operations with the original manufacturing process can offer economies of scale which 
involves sharing of locations, workforce, or even manufacturing lines.  
 
• Redistribution  
Redistribution stage resembles a traditional distribution network. In particular, we find 
the conventional tradeoff between consolidation and responsiveness in transportation. If 
collection and redistribution are combined we can achieve efficiencies in vehicle loading. 
Redistribution can also be done along with distribution of new products.  
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2.1.2 Reverse Logistics Network Structure and Corresponding Models 
A main activity in reverse logistics is the collection of the products to be recovered and 
the redistribution of the processed goods. The reverse logistics network can be classified 
according to the type of recovery, re-usable, remanufacturing and recycling, which was 
introduced by Fleischmann (2001).  
 
 
• Recycling networks 
The recycling networks concerned with material recovery from rather low value products. 
The investment costs turn out to be very substantial in this kind of network, due to 
advanced technological equipment required. Moreover, recycling networks tend to be 
highly vulnerable to uncertainty concerning the supply volume. 
 
Caruso et al. (1993) described a solid waste management system, including collection, 
transportation, incineration, composting, recycling and disposal. A multi-objective 
location allocation model and some heuristics were used to plan the waste management 
system. The procedure resulted in the number and locations of waste disposal plants, 
specification of the technology adopted, and the amount of waste processed. 
 
Barros et al. (1998) presented a network for the recycling of sand from construction 
waste. Two types of intermediate facilities had to be located. Regional depots received 
sand from companies sorting stone materials, tested its pollution level, and stored clean 
sand. Specialized treatment facilities received the polluted sand for cleaning and 
subsequent storage. Both types of facilities then provided sand to large scale road 
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construction projects. The model was a multi-level capacitated warehouse location model. 
Scenario analysis was used to cater for uncertainty in location of the demand points and 
in the return flows. 
 
Spengler et al. (1997) developed a mixed-integer linear programming model for recycling 
of industrial byproducts which was applied to the German steel industry. Steel companies 
needed to decide which recycling process or process chains were favorable from an 
economic point of view. Moreover, they needed to verify cooperation possibilities, decide 
on the capacities of recycling plants and on their location-allocation. The model is based 
on the multi-level capacitated warehouse location problem modified for this special 
problem structure. 
 
• Remanufacturing networks  
Traditional examples of product being remanufactured include mechanical equipment 
such as machine tools and engines, and spare parts in the automotive and aircraft industry. 
More recently, remanufacturing of electronic equipment such as copy machines and 
computer subassemblies is becoming an important area (Speranze and Stähly, 2000). The 
remanufacturing networks concerned with re-use on a product or parts level of relatively 
high value assembled products. Recovery is mainly carried out by the OEM (original 
product manufactory), and re-use and original use often coincide. 
 
Jayaraman et al. (1999) developed a closed-loop logistics system for recoverable product 
environment. This environment is characterized by both the forward flow of 
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remanufactures products to the customers, and the reverse flow of used products from the 
customers to the recoverable manufacturing system. The authors present a 0-1 mixed 
integer programming model that simultaneously solves for the location of 
remanufacturing/distribution facilities, the transshipment, production, and stocking of 
optimal quantities of remanufactured products. This model has been shown to be an 
effective tool in the design of the closed-loop logistics system using a set of test problems 
that grounded with industrial data.  
 
Krikke et al. (1999) discussed a business case study that the remanufacturing of 
photocopiers carried out at Oce. The authors considered two options for the 
remanufacturing facility, one coinciding with the manufacturing facility and one in a 
cheap labor country. They evaluate the costs of both options, including the transportation 
effects. In addition, they discussed aspects regarding specific modeling elements in this 
case situation, the definition of cost functions, the possibility of optimizing the forward 
and reverse logistic network and the use of LP versus MILP models in this kind of 
situations. 
 
Lu and Bostel (2005) presented a two-level facility location model for the reverse 
logistics systems covering remanufacturing activities, in which both direct and reverse 
flows were considered simultaneously. An algorithm based on Lagrangian heuristics is 
developed and the model is tested on data adapted from classical test problems. 
 
• Re-usable networks 
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Re-usable items requiring only minor “reprocessing” steps such as cleaning and 
inspection can be expected to lead to a rather flat network structure comprising a small 
number of levels. 
 
Kroon and Vrijens (1995) presented a return logistics system for returnable containers 
which was developed in a case study for a logistics service organization in Netherlands. 
The system was concerned with the transportation, maintenance, and storage of empty 
containers. A classical plant location model was formulated to analyze the number of 
containers, the number of depots and their locations. 
 
2.2 OUTSOURCING REVERSE DISTRIBUTION TO THE 3PLS 
Reverse logistics responsibility can be retained within the company or outsourced to the 
3PLs. On the one hand, a manufacturing company may decide to carry out all recovery 
activities concerning its products in-house. In this way product specific knowledge and 
control may be kept within the organization. However, return flow volumes may be 
critical to justify investments in recovery equipment and specialized expertise may be 
required. On the other hand, all recovery activities may be outsourced if re-use, 
remanufacturing, and recycling are not perceived as a company’s core-activities. 
Outsourcing appears appropriate, in particular, in case of material recycling and small 
and variable return flows. In this case, benefits from economies of scales can be expected 
from centralized processing of higher volumes (Speranze and Stähly, 2000). Recently, 
more and more companies are outsourcing most or all of their logistics activities to the 
third party logistics providers, especially reverse logistics activities. In general, the 3PLs 
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often perform reverse activities better, and their customers find that using the 3PLs will 
reduce the administrative hassle of doing it themselves. As such, the 3PLs have become 
specialists in managing the reverse flow, and performing key value-added services, such 
as remanufacturing and refurbishing. 
 
2.2.1 Reasons of Outsourcing 
Nowadays, more and more retailers and manufacturers struggling with returns tend to 
outsource the reverse activities. Reverse Logistics Professional (2005) provided the 
following eight reasons for such outsourcing. 
• It is a small part of their business processes.  
• Their focus is getting new products to customers.  
• They have difficulty understanding and controlling costs.  
• There is poor or no systems for managing the returns processes.  
• A lack of systems results in slow processing of the returns and the returned inventory.  
• Inability to track or monitor inventory levels of returned stock.  
• Few good channels exist to get value from their returned and processed units.  
• Returns can be a significant problem if not managed well. Without good systems in 
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2.2.2 Advantage of 3PLs 
3PLs are ideally suited to help handle reverse logistics and generate significant savings 
since reverse logistics is an easy extension of the existing business services of 3PL 
operations (Reverse Logistics Professional, 2005): 
• The 3PLs are already masters at many of the required processes.  
• The 3PLs are experts at managing outsourced projects.  
• The 3PLs are experts at tracking and managing inventory.  
• The 3PLs are already doing minor inspection work.  
• The 3PLs are already doing minor reconditioning or repackaging.  
• The 3PLs are likely to generate significant savings in shipping.  
• The ability of the 3PLs to rapidly process transactions solves the customer key 
problem of slow processing. 
 
Therefore, the main advantage of outsourcing services to the 3PLs is that the 3PLs allow 
companies to get into a new business, a new market, or a reverse logistics program 
without interrupting forward flows; in addition, logistics costs can be greatly reduced. 
Some 3PLs offer complete supply chain solutions on warehousing, order fulfillment, and 
especially value-added services such as repackaging, re-labeling, assembly, light 
manufacturing, and repair. In addition, the 3PLs have also become important players in 
reverse logistics since the implementation of return operations requires a specialized 
infrastructure needing special information systems for tracking/capturing data, dedicated 
equipment for the processing of returns, and specialist trained nonstandard manufacturing 
processes (Ko, Evans, 2005).  
 16
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2.2.3 Models of Reverse Distribution for 3PLs 
Ko and Evans (2005) presented a mixed integer nonlinear programming model for the 
design of a dynamic integrated distribution network for 3PLs to account for the integrated 
aspect of optimizing the forward and return network simultaneously. The proposed model 
belongs to a class of the multi-period, two-echelon, multi-commodity, capacitated 
location models. The main differences of this model as compared to existing location 
models lie in handing forward and reverse flows simultaneously. Since such network 
design problems belong to a class of NP-hard problems, a genetic algorithm-based 
heuristic that consists of genetic operations and simplex transshipment algorithm is 
proposed to obtain the solution. A numerical experiment demonstrates the efficiency of 
such solution method. Finally, a solution of a network layout also provides help in the 
determination of various resource plans for capacities of material handling equipments 
and human resources. 
 
Ko and Park (2005) dealt with the design of a distribution network for 3PLs, considering 
integrated forward and reverse flows. The network for 3PLs consists of client’s facilities, 
warehouses/distribution centers, collection centers, and market places. They proposed a 
mixed integer-programming model for the design of an integrated distribution network 
and then explore potential effects from integrated forward and reverse flows. In this paper, 
Ko and Park used Lingo 6.0 software in order to find an optimal solution of the model. 
Also, the proposed model is applied to an example problem on which a sensitivity 
analysis is performed. The experimentation results showed that selecting an integrated 
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network approach definitely can be right decision for 3PLs when aiming to construct an 
efficient integrated forward and reverse logistics network. 
 
2.3 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, we discussed the aspect of reverse distribution network design and the 
activity of outsourcing the reverse logistics to the 3PLs. Fleischmann et al. (1997) 
presented a review of the quantitative models for reverse logistics and pointed out that the 
reverse distribution is not necessarily a symmetric picture of forward distribution in 
practice. Treating forward and reverse distribution simultaneously would be more 
efficient and adequate for some practical operations. However, there is very little 
attention that is paid to the study of the integrated forward and reverse distribution 
problems. Recently, only a few research have focused these integrated distribution 
problems (Lu and Bostel, 2005; Ko and Evans, 2005; Ko and Park, 2005). Therefore, the 
integrated network design is an emerging aspect for reverse logistics.  
 
On the other hand, although many 3PLs have taken up the reverse logistics, there are only 
two studies (Ko and Evans, 2005; Ko and Park, 2005) that focus the integrated forward 
and reverse distribution problems for the 3PLs.  All aforementioned existing research 
only dealt with the problems with single objective which is minimizing the total cost of 
the logistics operations. In practice, the distribution operations of the 3PLs often enters 
into the tradeoff between cost saving and customer satisfaction. Consequently, a multi-
objective model is more suitable in considering the forward and reverse logistics 
operations of the 3PLs. Moreover, the existing integrated network design for the 3PLs 
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ignored the important characteristic of the 3PLs which is that they usually serve a number 
of different clients simultaneously and each client has their own customers so that the 
customers can only be satisfied by the specific clients. 
 
To conclude, there exists a need of  study on the design of integrated forward and reverse 
network design for the 3PLs. Meanwhile, the characteristic of the 3PLs also need to be 
taken into consideration. 
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CHAPTER 3 A MULTI-OBJECTIVE MODEL AND SOLUTION 
METHOD FOR INTEGRATED LOGISTICS NETWORK DESIGN 
This chapter develops a multi-objective model for the integrated forward and reverse 
logistics network design for the 3PLs. Two objectives are considered in the model: (1) 
maximization of the customers’ return flows which are shipped back to the warehouses or 
the hybrid warehouse-return facilities; and (2) minimization of the total cost of the 
logistics operations including the shipping costs and costs associated with setting up the 
warehouses, the hybrid warehouse-return facilities and the centralized return center. 
Fuzzy goal programming (FGP) approach is applied to determine the compromise 
solution for the multi-objective model. A genetic algorithm (GA) with two sub-
algorithms is developed to solve the problem. Numerical experiments are presented to 
demonstrate the applicability of the formulated model and the proposed solution method. 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Figure 3.1 illustrates the integrated logistics distribution network for the 3PLs. A more 
precise description of the problem can be stated as follows. In the process of forward 
distribution, new products are shipped from manufacturers to end customers through 
facilities operated by the 3PLs. In the practical process of reverse distribution, the 
collection facilities are often located near the customers. Due to the lower potential 
salvage value of the end-of-use products as compared to the new products, the end-of-use 
products are usually returned by the end customers to the nearby collection facilities. The 
strategies such as premium and discount price of new products are often adopted by the 
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manufacturers or the 3PLs to stimulate end customers to return their end-of-use products. 
If a collection facility is far from the end customers, the end customers wound choose 
other 3PLs to return the products.   
 
Three types of facilities, namely warehouse, centralized return center and hybrid 
warehouse-return facility, are considered here. A warehouse is an intermediate center 
connecting manufactures and customers in the process of forward distribution, which can 
also play a role of collection facility where returned products are shipped to a centralized 
return center. A centralized return center is set up only for dealing with the returned 
products from the warehouses. A hybrid warehouse-return facility has the same function 
with the warehouse in the process of forward distribution. In the reverse distribution, the 
hybrid warehouse-return facility is not only a collection facility but also an inspection 
and recovery center. An advantage of installing a hybrid facility might include savings as 
a result of sharing material handling equipment and infrastructure (Jayaraman, 1999). As 
such, if returned products are shipped back to the warehouses, they need to be sent to the 
centralized return center for inspection and recovery. Alternatively, if the returned 
products are shipped to the hybrid warehouse-return facilities, it is not necessary to sent 
them back to the centralized return center. 
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Figure 3.1 A Depiction of an Integrated Forward and Reverse Logistics Network 
Structure 
 
3.2 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
The objective of the integrated logistics network design for the 3PLs is firstly to choose 
the types and locations for the facilities and then to determine the quantities of the new 
products shipping flows and the returned products shipping flows. In order to formulate a 
mathematical model for this problem, the following underlying assumptions and 
simplifications are made. 
1) Both the demand of forward products and the return rate of used products at the end 
customers are known in advance. The return rate represents the ratio of quantity of 
returned products to the quantity of forward products. 
2) In the process of forward distribution, a customer can be served by more than one 
collection facility such as the hybrid warehouse-return facilities and the warehouses. 
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3) In the process of reverse distribution, a customer returns the end-of-use products to 
only one collection facility within a pre-defined acceptable distance. If the distances 
between a customer and all collection facilities are beyond the pre-defined acceptable 
travel distance, the end-of-use products of this customer can not be returned. 
4) Due to the high setup cost, only one centralized return center is considered in the 
proposed model. The capacity for handling returned products at the centralized return 
center is assumed to be infinite. 
5) In practice, operations of forward products and returned products in a hybrid 
warehouse-return facility are usually separated to avoid the interference. Therefore, 
capacities for handling forward products and returned products in such facility are 
viewed as independent. 
3.2.1 Notations 
The following notations are used in formulating the model: 
 Indices 
set of manufacturesI  
set of customersK  
set of candidate warehousesJ  
set of candidate hybrid warehouse-return facilitiesL  
set of candidate centralized return centerP  
index for manufacturies; i i I∈  
index for customers; k k ∈K
J
 
index for candidate warehouses; j j∈  
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index for candidate hybrid  warehouse-return facilities; l l L∈  
index for candidate centralized return center; p p P∈  
 Model parameters 
the cost for setting up warehouse  ( )jsw j j J∈  
the cost for setting up hybird warehouse-return facility  ( )lsh l l L∈  
the cost for setting up centralized return center  ( )psr p p P∈  
maximum capacity for handling forward products at warehouse ;  fjM j j J∈  
maximum capacity for handling returned products at warehouse ;  rjM j j J∈  
maximum capacity for handling forward products at hybird warehouse-return 
         facility ;  
f
lN
l l L∈  
maximum capacity for handling returned products at hybird warehouse-return 
        facility ;  
r
lN
l l L∈  
forward demand at customer  ( )kF k k K∈  
cost of sending forward products from manufactory to warehouse or hybird 
        warehouse-return facility per unit per kilometer 
cw
 
cost of sending forward products from warehouse or hybird warehouse-return facility 
       to customer per unit per kilometer
cc
 
cost of sending returned products from warehouse to centralized return center 
       per unit per kilometer
cr
 
  return rater  
distance between node  and node ijd i j  
the acceptable distancecD  
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The decision variables for the model are listed as follows: 
the amount of forward products at customer  served by manufactory  
          and warehouse  ( , , )
f
ijkX k i
j i I j J k K
=
∈ ∈ ∈  
the amount of forward products at customer  served by manufactory  
          and hybird warehouse-return facility  ( , , )
f
ilkY k




j J k K
 




∈ ∈⎧= ⎨⎩  
1    if the returned products at customer  are served by hybird warehouse-return
     facility  ( , )  
0    otherwise 
kl
k
G l l L k K
⎧⎪= ∈ ∈⎨⎪⎩
 




∈⎧= ⎨⎩  




∈⎧= ⎨⎩  




∈⎧= ⎨⎩  
 
3.2.2 Model Formulation 
The proposed multi-objective functions are interpreted in Equations (3.1) and (3.2). 
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(OBJ-1) Maximize the return flows: 
1Max Z ( )k kj k
k K j J l L
r F Z G
∈ ∈ ∈
= ⋅ +∑ ∑ ∑ l
+
   (3.1) 
(OBJ-2) Minimize the total cost: 
2Min Z ( )
              ( ) ( )
f
j j l l p p ijk ij jk
j J l L p P i I j J k K
f
ilk il lk k kj p jp
i I l L k K j J k K p P
sw W sh H sr R X cw d cc d
Y cw d cc d r F Z R cr d
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
= + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅
⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∑∑




i I k K
X M j
∈ ∈




Z r F M j J
∈
⋅ ⋅ ≤ ∀ ∈∑   (3.4) 
f f
ilk l
i I k K
Y N l
∈ ∈




G r F N l L
∈
⋅ ⋅ ≤ ∀ ∈∑   (3.6) 
1 , , ,j l pW H R j l p j J l L p P+ + ≤ ∀ = = ∈ ∈ ∈  (3.7) 
f
ijk kj k j
i I k K k K
X Z r F W M j J
∈ ∈ ∈
+ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ ⋅ ∀ ∈∑∑ ∑  (3.8) 
f
ilk kl k l
i I k K k K
Y G r F H M l
∈ ∈ ∈
+ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ ⋅ ∀ ∈∑∑ ∑ L  (3.9) 
kj k p
k K j J p P
Z r F R M
∈ ∈ ∈





≤∑   (3.11) 
0kj kj ,Z a k K− ≤ ∀ ∈ ∈j J
,
  (3.12) 
0kl klG b k K l L− ≤ ∀ ∈ ∈   (3.13) 
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1kj kl
j J l L
Z G
∈ ∈
+ ≤ ∀ ∈∑ ∑ k K   (3.14) 
f f
ijk ilk k
i I j J i I l J
X Y F k
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
+ = ∀∑∑ ∑∑ K∈
K
  (3.15) 
0, 0 , , , ,f fijk ilkX Y i I j J l L p P k≥ ≥ ∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  (3.16) 
{ }, , , , 0,1 , , , ,kj kl j l pZ G W H R i I j J k K l L p P∈ ∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  (3.17) 
 
Two objectives are considered in the proposed model. The first objective, referred as 
(OBJ-1), seeks to maximize the quantity of the returned products which are served by the 
warehouses or hybrid warehouse-return facilities within the customers’ acceptable 
distance. The second objective, referred as (OBJ-2), seeks to minimize the total cost 
consisting of the setup costs and the shipping cost between the facilities. Constraints (3.3)
-(3.6) impose the capacity limitation on warehouses and hybrid facilities for dealing with 
the forward and the returned flows, respectively. Constraint (3.7) ensures that at most one 
type of facility is located at each candidate location. Constraints (3.8)-(3.10) prevent any 
forward and return flows from passing through unopened facilities. Constraint (3.11) 
ensures that at most one centralized return facilities can be set up. Constraints (3.12)-
(3.13) guarantee that the customers return the end-of-use products to the collection 
facilities located within an acceptable distance. Constraint (3.14) ensures that each 
customer can be served by no more than one collection facility in the reverse distribution 
channel. Constraint (3.15) guarantees that the forward demand of each customer can be 
satisfied. Constraint (3.16) preserves the non-negativity restriction on the decision 
variables. Constraint (3.17) enforces the integrality restrictions on the binary variables. 
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Two main differences between this model and the existing location models are stated as 
follows. Firstly, the proposed model considers the integrated aspect of optimizing the 
forward and reverse distributions simultaneously. Secondly, the proposed model deals 
with the forward and reverse distributions with two objectives: (1) maximize the quantity 
of returned products; and (2) minimize the total logistics operation costs. As such, the 
proposed model ensures that the 3PLs can improve their services with low logistics 
operation costs. 
 
3.3 SOLUTION APPROACH 
In this section, the fuzzy goal programming (FGP) is applied to transform the multi-
objective model to a single objective model. Furthermore, a genetic algorithm (GA) with 
two sub-algorithms is proposed to obtain the feasible solutions of the model (OBJ-2 
subjects to Constraints (3.3)-(3.17)) as the aspiration level of the second objective 
function in the multi-objective model. It is also applied to get the feasible solution of the 
transformed model.  
 
3.3.1 Single Objective Transformation 
Goal programming (GP) is a useful tool for solving the vector optimization problem by 
reducing it to a single objective problem. However, in real-life problems, the decision 
makers may mot have specific goals in mind to be optimized simultaneously. Besides the 
aspiration level for each objective determined by decision makers, FGP also considers the 
admissible violation constants for each objective. As such, FGP provides more robust and 
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flexible technique for high degree of fuzziness and uncertainties exist in decision making 
processes. By considering the practical situations, FGP has more advantages than the 
conventional goal programming. 
 
• Construction of membership functions 
The admissible violation constant, which is always defined by decision makers, indicates 
the importance of the objectives. To elaborate, the larger admissible violation constant 
indicates the less important goals. By applying FGP, if the aspiration level for each 
objective lies in the feasible region, the generated solution is a member of the Pareto 
optimal set. In this research, the aspiration level  for the objective function (3.1) is set 
to the total quantity of the returned products. The aspiration level  for objective 
function (3.2) is set to the optimal value of the model (OBJ-2 subjects to Constraints (3.3)
-(3.17)). The value of the admissible violation constant does not impact on the accuracy 
of the solution method. In this research the admissible violation constants of the first 
objective and the second objective are set to  and , respectively. By using 
 and  as aspiration levels for the objective functions (3.1) and (3.2), and by 
spreading  in the interval of  and  in the interval of , the 
linear membership functions of the proposed problem are constructed as follows where  









1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1
0 if ( ) 0.75
g ( )( ( )) 1 if 0.75 ( )
0.25






⎧ ≤ ⋅⎪ −⎪= − ⋅ ≤ ≤⎨ ⋅⎪⎪ ≥⎩
g Z x g  (3.18) 
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2 2
2 2
2 2 2 2 2
2
2 2
1 if ( )
( )( ( )) 1 if ( ) 1.15
0.15
0 if ( ) 1.15
Z x g




⎧ ≤⎪ −⎪= − ≤ ≤ ⋅⎨ ⋅⎪⎪ ≥ ⋅⎩
x g  (3.19) 
Figure 3.2 is an illustration of the linear membership functions. As can be noted from the 
equations (3.18) and (3.19), the membership values are within the interval [0, 1]. The 
piecewise linear and continuous membership function structures are used to quantify the 
fuzzy aspiration levels.  
 
Figure 3.2 Linear Membership Function of the Fuzzy Goals of the Proposed Problem 
 
• Fuzzy goal programming model 
Set the auxiliary decision variable λ  as the membership value of both objectives, the 
proposed multi-objective model can be equivalently transformed as the following single 
objective model:  








λ−− ⋅ ≥   (3.21) 
10.75g  1( )Z x1g0 
1 
1 1( ( ))Z xµ  
2 ( )Z x21.15g  2g0 
1 
2 2( ( ))Z xµ
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  (3.22) 
0 λ≤ ≤   (3.23) 
and constraints (3.3)-(3.17). 
Constraint (3.21) guarantees that the admissible violation constant for the objective 
function (3.1) is equal to . Constraint (3.22) ensures that the admissible violation 
constant for the objective function (3.2) is equal to . Constraint (3.23) bounds the 
value of the auxiliary variable 
10.25g
20.15g
λ  from 0 to 1. 
 
3.3.2 A Genetic Algorithm 
Ignoring the first objective of maximizing the return flows, while considering the forward 
flows only, the proposed problem reduces to a capacitated plant location problem (CPLP). 
The CPLP is an NP-complete problem (Davis and Ray, 1969), and as such, the extended 
problem which incorporates additional reverse flows constraints is an NP-hard problem. 
Therefore, the transformed model (T) is also an NP-hard problem. The use of the 
conventional tool to solve this kind of problems is limited due to the inherent complexity 
of the problem. Thus, a GA with two sub-algorithms is used for solution purpose. 
 
• Encoding 
The representation of a chromosome is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Each candidate location 
is represented by two genes: the situation that both genes are equal to 0 indicates there is 
no facility to be located at this location; the situation that the first gene is equal to 0 and 
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the second gene is equal to 1 means that a warehouse will be set up at this location; the 
situation that the first gene is equal to 1 and the second gene is equal to 0 shows that a 
hybrid warehouse-return facility will be set up at this location; the situation that both 
genes are equal to 1 indicates that a centralized return center will be set up at this location. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 An Illustration of the Chromosome Representation 
 
• Crossover 
In the proposed GA, a crossover operator is used to generate the new individuals by 
combining information contained in two chromosomes. Firstly, the chromosomes of the 
parents are randomly chosen with a certain probability. Secondly, the one-cut point 




Figure 3.4 One-cut Point Crossover Methods 
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• Mutation 
After crossover operations, some of chromosomes are selected for mutation. In the 
proposed GA, only one gene of each selected chromosome is randomly chosen to 
undergo the mutation, which flips a gene value from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. 
 
• Evaluation 
Since the maximum capacity of facilities for handling forward and return product flows is 
taken into account in this study, the allocation of product flows through such logistics 
distribution network is an NP-hard problem given set of facility locations as determined 
by decoding the chromosomes. Thus, the use of conventional solution algorithm to obtain 
the corresponding optimal product flows solution is limited due to the inherent 
complexity of the problem. Therefore, two greedy algorithms are proposed in this section 
to obtain the values of both forward and reverse shipping flows. The first greedy 
algorithm also ensures that the obtained allocation solution of forward product flows 
satisfy the conservation-of-flow constraints (3.15) based on its iterations. The main steps 
of such two greedy algorithms are described as follows where the same notations in 
Section 3.2 are adopted. 
 
(1) Sub-algorithm 1 for the forward shipping flow 
Step 1.1. Construct set  set of :A j  and l , 1, 1j lW H∀ = = . 
Step 1.2. For each , choose the customer j A∈ 1k K∈  with the minimum shipping 
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For each , choose the customer l A∈ 2k K∈  with the minimum shipping 
distance    ;  
2il lk
d d+
Choose the customer  between  and  with smaller shipping distance. k 1k 2k
Step 1.3. For the instance that  is chosen as k  in Step 1.2: 1k
 If fj kM F≥ , set fijk kX F=  and f fj j kM M F= − , eliminate customer  from k K ;  
 If fj kM F< , set f fijk jX M= , fk k jF F M= − 0fjM, = , eliminate warehouse j  
from A . 
 For the instance that  is chosen as  in Step 1.2: 2k k
 If , set flN F≥ k filk kY F=  and f fl lN N Fk= − , eliminate customer  from k K ;  
 If , set flN F< k f filk lY N= , fk k lF F N= − 0flN, = , eliminate hybrid facility l  
from A .  
Step 1.4. If K φ= , terminate Sub-algorithm 1; otherwise, go to Step 1.2. 
 
(2) Sub-algorithm 2 for the reverse shipping flow 
Step 2.1. Choose the customer k K∈  with the maximum kr F⋅ . 
Step 2.2. Construct set  set of :A j  and , l 1, 1j lW H∀ = = . 
Step 2.3. Choose the warehouse j A∈  with the minimum jkd  which is less than ; cD
Choose the hybrid warehouse-return facility l A∈  with the minimum  which 
is less    than ; 
lkd
cD
If all of jkd  and  are larger than , lkd cD ,j l A∀ ∈ , eliminate customer  from k
K  and go back to Step 2.1. 
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If the minimum jkd  is less than or equal to the minimum , choose the 
warehouse 
lkd
j ; otherwise, choose the hybrid warehouse-return facility l . 
Step 2.4. For the instance that warehouse j  is chosen in Step 2.3: 
If rj kM r F≥ ⋅ , set 1kjZ = , r rj j kM M r F= − ⋅ , eliminate customer  from k K  and 
go back to Step 2.1. 
If rj kM r F< ⋅ , eliminate j  from current A  then go back to Step 2.3. 
For the instance that hybrid warehouse-return facility  is chosen in Step 2.3: l
If , set rl kN r F≥ ⋅ 1klG = , r rl lN N r Fk= − ⋅ , eliminate customer  from k K  then 
go back to Step 2.1.  
If , eliminate l  from current rlN r F< ⋅ k A  then go back to Step 2.3.  
Step 2.5. If K φ= , terminate Sub-algorithm 2; otherwise, go to Step 2.1. 
A penalty technique is applied to handle infeasible solutions where a penalty term is 
added to the objective function for any violation of the constraints.  




=⎧⎨ =⎩   (3.24) 




′ =⎧⎨ ′ =⎩   (3.25) 
where  represents the penalty term of the second objective function, see Equation 
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By adding the aforementioned penalty term, the fitness function  for getting the 
feasible value of the second objective function, see Equation (3.2) is represented as 
follows: 
( )f x
2( ) 1/  ( ( ) ( )) if  is feasible
( ) 1/  ( )                otherwise.
f x Z x p x x
f x p x
= +⎧⎨ =⎩  
 (3.26) 
The fitness function  for obtaining the feasible value of the objective function 
transformed model, see Equation (3.20), can be calculated according to the expression 
(3.27): 
( )f x′
( ) ( ) if  is feasible
( ) ( )       otherwise.
f x p x x
f x p x
λ′ ′= +⎧⎨ ′ ′=⎩   (3.27) 
 
The major concern for such penalty strategy is how to determine the penalty so as to 
strike a balance between the information preservation (keep some infeasible solutions) 
and the selective pressure (reject some feasible solutions), and void both under-penalty 
and over-penalty (Gen and Cheng, 1997). Thus, the major problem in this problem of 
such penalty strategy is to choose the suitable value of M  and . In this research, the 
value of 
m
M  ranges from 100,000 to 1,000,000 with respect to different sample sizes and 
the value of  is set to 0.01 according to the preliminary numerical tests. m
 
• Selection 
In the proposed GA, the selection probability of a chromosome to form a new population 
is proportional to its fitness value relative to other chromosomes in the population. 
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Roulette wheel selection method is adopted in this research. The size of slot is given by 
the probability ( ) / ( )i i
i
f x f∑ x  and ( ) / ( )i i
i
f x f x′ ′∑ , where ( )if x  is defined by Equation 
(3.26) and ( )if x′  is defined by Equation (3.27). Apparently, the chromosome with higher 
fitness value will have higher probability to be chosen. The new population size is as 
same as the initial population. 
 
• The Genetic Algorithm procedure 
The steps of the proposed GA in this research are summarized as follows (see Figure 3.5): 
(1) Generate an initial population. All the chromosomes are one-dimensional arrays that 
are randomly generated using binary value (0 or 1) to represent the decision values. 
The population size is determined by the length of the chromosomes. In this research, 
the population size is set as ten times the length of the chromosome. 
 
(2) Choose the chromosomes that will be recombined by crossover. The new offspring 
will be added to the initial population. The random mutation is also used for 
positioning a chromosome; the new chromosomes will also be added to the initial 
population.  
 
(3) Evaluate each chromosome in the current population by calculating the value of the 
corresponding fitness function. 
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(4) Select the chromosome by applying the roulette wheel selection to form a new 
population. The population size of the new population is also set as ten times the 
length of the chromosome. 
 
(5) Stop the iterations if the end condition is satisfied; otherwise, go to the next 
generation. 
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Start




Do the facility locations satisfy 
the corresponding constraints? 
Do the network flows satisfy the 
corresponding constraints? 
Calculate forward and reverse 
flows
Is the maximum iteration 
number reached?
Let the fitness value of the 
unsatisfied chromosomes be the 
penalty value
Calculate the objective function 
value and transform it into the 
fitness value









Figure 3.5 The Flowchart of the Proposed Genetic Algorithm 
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3.4 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
Numerical experiments using the proposed approach are described in this section. The 
proposed GA with two sub-algorithms is developed by C++. All the test problems 
presented in this section are executed on a PC with Pentium IV 2.40 GHz CPU with 
512MB of RAM. 
 
3.4.1 Experiment Design 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, ten test problems with 
different dimension are randomly generated as shown in Table 3.1. 
 
Table 3.1 Ten Randomly Generated Problems 







1 1 5 10 
2 2 5 20 
3 2 5 30 
4 2 5 40 
5 3 8 50 
6 3 8 70 
7 4 10 60 
8 4 15 70 
9 4 20 80 
10 5 30 100 
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The data generation mainly consists of constructing the setup cost for installing each 
facility, the capacity of each facility for handling products, the cost of sending products, 
the return rate of products and the acceptable distance. All these data are generated by the 
following formulae, where the same notations in Section 3.2 are used and the square 
brackets denote the random number generation from a uniform distribution in the 
indicated range. 
z Setup cost for setting up warehouse j : [900,1200]jsw = ; 
z Setup cost for setting up hybrid warehouse-return facility : ; l [1300,1500]lsh =
z Setup cost for setting up centralized return center : p [1600,1800]psr = ; 
z Capacity for handling forward products at warehouse j : ; [200,300]fjM =
z Capacity for handling returned products at warehouse j : ; [50,100]rjM =
z Capacity for handling forward products at hybrid warehouse-return facility l : 
; [200,300]flN =
z Capacity for handling returned products at hybrid warehouse-return facility l : 
; [200,300]rlN =
z Demand for forward product at each customer : k [10,50]kF = ; 
z Cost of sending forward products from manufacturer to warehouse or hybrid 
warehouse-return facility per unit per kilometer: [4,6]cw = ; 
z Cost of sending forward products from warehouse or hybrid warehouse-return 
facility to customer per unit per kilometer: [2, 4]cc = ; 
z Cost of sending returned products from warehouse to centralized return enter per unit 
per kilometer: ; [1,3]cr =
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z Acceptable distance: 50cD = ; 
 
3.4.2 Experiment Results 
Optimal solutions of the test problems are obtained by applying CPLEX which is a linear 
programming solver. The parameters of the proposed GA are set as follows. The 
population size is set to be equal to ten times the length of chromosome. The maximum 
number of generation is set as 50. Crossover rate and mutation rate are set as 0.5 and 0.07 
respectively, since crossover rate around 0.5 and mutation rate around 0.07 yielded the 
best results in the preliminary experiments which are conducted for testing the suitable 
value of mutation rate and crossover rate. 
 
The two-step solution method for the proposed multi-objective model is discussed in the 
following:  
 Step 1: obtain the feasible value of the minimization cost objective (OBJ-2). 
 
Fuzzy goal programming is a target-vector approach for solving the multi-objective 
problem. By applying the target-vector approach, the aspiration level defined for each 
objective function must lie in the feasible region so that the generated solutions are the 
members of the Pareto optimal set. Table 3.2 provides the comparison of results between 
the optimal solution obtained by CPLEX and the feasible solution obtained by the 
proposed GA for getting the optimal value of the minimization cost objective. As shown 
in Table 3.2, the range of gap between the optimal solution obtained by CPLEX and the 
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feasible solution obtained by the GA is from 0% of Problem 1 to 8.61% of Problem 10. 
Therefore, the feasible solution of the minimization cost objective obtained by the 
proposed GA is acceptable. It is also suitable to be set as the aspiration level of the 
second objective function in the multi-objective model in the next step. 
 
Table 3.2 The Results of the Test Problems for Obtaining the Aspiration Level of the 





















1 14903 1 14903 0 0 
2 33042 1 33487 1 1.35 
3 44282 1 44444 2 0.37 
4 56697 1 57058 2 0.64 
5 75219 7 76792 11 2.09 
6 98445 43 99889 16 1.47 
7 85610 45 87680 29 2.42 
8 101934 40 105210 71 3.21 
9 118907 424 125965 145 5.94 
10 136320 1468 148061 314 8.61 
a. GAP = 100 × (the feasible solution obtained by the GA – optimal value)/optimal value 
 
 
 Step 2: use the value obtained in the first step as the aspiration level of the second 
objective function; get the result of the feasible value for the objective function of 
transformed model (T).   
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Table 3.3 provides the comparison of results between the optimal solution obtained by 
CPLEX and the feasible solution obtained by the GA of the transformed model (T). The 
term of service in Table 3.3 means the quantity of end-of-use products returned by the 
customers. The term of cost in Table 3.3 represents the total cost which includes shipping 
cost and setup cost. Due to the tradeoff between service and cost, the increase in the 
quantity of the reverse flows leads to the increase in the total cost. To elaborate, though 
the quantity of the reverse flows of Problem 2 and Problem 4 obtained by the GA are 
more than the solution obtained by CPLEX, the total cost of Problem 2 and Problem 4 
obtained by the GA are higher than the total cost obtained by CPLEX. Based on the 
results shown in Table 3.3, the gaps of service and cost with respect to the solution 
quality range from 0 to 6.72%. It indicates that the solution obtained by the GA in such 
problem is acceptable, which also demonstrates the effect of the proposed GA. 
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Table 3.3 The Results of the Test Problems for Getting Optimal Value of the 
Transformed Model (T) 
CPLEX GA CPU time (s) GAP (%) Problem 
Service Cost Service Cost CPLEX GA Service a Cost b
1 164 15641 164 15662 0 0 0.00 0.13 
2 345 33932 361 33937 0 1 − 0.01 
3 476 45078 476 45258 2 2 0.00 0.40 
4 588 57091 595 58003 2 2 − 1.60 
5 885 76777 885 77266 25 13 0.00 0.64 
6 1132 99413 1132 100307 529 24 0.00 0.90 
7 1029 86523 1029 89112 314 33 0.00 2.99 
8 1261 104286 1261 108017 2142 91 0.00 3.58 
9 1425 120959 1425 127097 23549 192 0.00 5.07 
10 1689 139387 1689 148757 642646 773 0.00 6.72 
a. GAP = 100 × (the feasible solution obtained by the GA –  optimal value)/optimal value  
b. GAP = 100 × (optimal value – the feasible solution obtained by the  GA)/optimal value 
 
As it can be observed, the computational time of applying CPLEX deteriorates 
substantially as the size of the problem becomes higher. Especially as to Problem 10, the 
computational time by applying CPLEX reaches to 178 hours. On the other hand, the 
computational time of applying the GA is fairly consistent with the problem size and 
increases mildly with the growth of the problem size and the number of GA generations. 
This explains the fact why a heuristic approach such as GA is needed for the solution of 
the proposed model. 
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3.4.3 Sensitivity Analysis of the Acceptable Distance to the Model Solution 
In practice, the acceptable distance between the customers and the collection facility 
usually significantly influences the quantity of the end-of-use products returned by the 
customers. Thus, a sensitivity analysis is conducted by changing the acceptable distance 
on Problem 6. Five different acceptable distances (3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 km) are applied. The 
results of the sensitivity analysis summarized in Table 3.4 show that as the acceptable 
distance increases the quantity of the reverse flows increases, whereas the total cost 
decreases. It is noted that the quantity of the reverse flows increase dramatically when the 
acceptable distance is changed from 3 km to 4 km. In addition, for the case that the 
acceptable distance is less than 2 km, no feasible solution can be obtained for the 
transformed model which means that no feasible solution can be obtained to satisfy the 
aspiration level of the objective of maximizing the return flows within the limit of the 
admissible violation. As such, it is necessary for the 3PLs and the manufactures to adopt 
the efficient strategies such as premium and discount price of new products to stimulate 
the customers to return their end-of-use products within a longer acceptable distance. 
 
Table 3.4 A Sensitivity Analysis with Varying Acceptable Distance 
Acceptable distance Reverse flows Cost 
3 1054 100544 
4 1132 100544 
5 1132 100307 
6 1142 100259 
7 1142 100089 
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3.5 CONCLUSIONS  
As the 3PLs are playing an increasing important role in the reverse logistics, it is 
important to address the issue of balancing the cost and the service level of the 3PLs. A 
fuzzy multi-objective model has been proposed to deal with the forward and reverse 
distributions simultaneously. This model proposed an efficient way to make a tradeoff 
between the minimization of the total cost and maximization of the quantity of the end-
of-use products returned by the customers. In addition, the proposed model has concerned 
the integrated forward and reverse distributions. The building up hybrid warehouse-return 
facilities has also been considered which can make savings as a result of sharing material 
handling equipment and infrastructure. As such, the proposed model has the advantages 
of theoretical and practical appeal. 
 
This research has also presented the two-step solution method for the proposed multi-
objective model. The fuzzy goal programming is applied to transform the proposed multi-
objective model to a single objective model. Due to the complexity of the proposed 
model, a genetic algorithm has been adopted for solution purpose. The algorithm aims to 
provide a feasible solution for the objective of minimizing the total cost and then uses 
this value as the aspiration level of the second objective function to obtain the solution of 
the multi-objective problem. The two sub-algorithms have been developed to obtain the 
value of forward and reverse shipping flows. All the ten test problems have been solved 
with reasonable amount of computational time and the near-optimal solutions have also 
been obtained by applying the proposed GA. 
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CHAPTER 4 MULTIPRODUCT DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 
DESIGN 
This chapter addresses an integrated forward and reverse distributions network design 
problem for the 3PLs that involves locating distribution facilities such as warehouse, 
collection center and hybrid warehouse-collection center, and determining the strategy 
for distributing the multiple products between the clients of the 3PLs and the customers 
via the distribution facilities. For consideration of the characteristic of the 3PLs, each 
client in the proposed model has certain types of products and the customers only can be 
served by the specific clients. 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
A depiction of the integrated logistics distribution network for 3PLs is given in Figure 4.1. 
Suppliers represent the plants or warehouses of the companies outsourcing their logistics 
operations to the 3PLs. Customers refer to the customers of the 3PL’s clients that have 
different types of products demands and different types of returned products need to be 
collected. Three types of facilities, namely warehouse, collection center and hybrid 
warehouse-collection facility operated by the 3PLs are considered in this research. A 
warehouse is the intermediate center connecting suppliers and customers in the process of 
forward distribution. A collection center is only used in the reverse channel and is set up 
for collecting and checking the returned products from the customers. Then the checked 
returned products are sent back to the corresponding suppliers. A hybrid warehouse-
collection facility has the same function with the warehouse in the process of forward 
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distribution and the same function with the collection center in the reverse channel. The 
advantages of installing a hybrid facility might include the savings as a result of sharing 
the material handling equipments, infrastructure, and so on (Jayaraman, 1999).  
 
Due to the characteristic of the 3PLs which is that they usually serve different clients and 
each client has their own customers, the demand of these customers can only be satisfied 
by the specific clients although different clients may have same types of products. In 
order to simplify the problem, the same types of products supplied by different clients are 
regarded as the different types of products in this research. 
 
Figure 4.1 A Depiction of an Integrated Logistics Network Structure for 3PLs 
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4.2 MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
For the purpose of modeling, the following underlying assumptions are made. 
1. The types and the quantities of product demands and the return rate of the returned 
products at the customers are deterministic and known in advance. The return rate in 
the attempted problem represents the ratio of the quantity of returned products to the 
quantity of forward products. 
2. As to both forward and reverse channels, a customer can be served by more than one 
facility. 
3. The customers can only be served by the suppliers which have the specific type of 
products they need. 
 
4.2.1 Notations 
The following notations are used to describe the model: 
 Indices 
set of suppliersI   
set of customersK  
set of forward/reverse product typesT  
set of potential depotsJ  




index for customers ( )k k ∈  
index for forward/reverse product types ( )t t∈  
index for potential depots ( )j j J∈  
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 Model parameters 
the setup cost for installing warehouse ( )jsw j j J∈  
the setup cost for installing hybird warehouse-collection facility  ( )jsh j j J∈  
the setup cost for installing collection center  ( )jsc j j J∈  
maximum capacity of  warehouse  for handling forward products ( )jP j ∈j J  
maximum capacity of hybird warehouse-collection facility  for handling
        forward products ( )
jQ j
j J∈  
maximum capacity of hybird warehouse-collection facility  for handling
        returned products ( )
jU j
j J∈  
maximum capacity of collection center  for handling returned products ( )jV j j J∈  
shipping cost coefficient of product  in forward channel ( )t t t Tα ∈  
shipping cost coefficient of product  in reverse channel ( )t t t Tβ ∈  
per unit occupied capacity by product  ( )t t t Tγ ∈  
demand of product  at customer  ( , )tkF t k t T k K∈ ∈  
  cost of sending each unit of forward product from client  to customer  via 
        warehouse or hybird facility  ( , ,  )
ijkcf i k
j i I j J k K∈ ∈ ∈  
  cost of sending each unit of returned product from customer  to client  via 
        collection center or hybird facility  ( , ,  )
ijkcr k i
j i I j J k K∈ ∈ ∈  
return rate of product  ( )tr t t T∈  
1     if the product type  is available at supplier 
0     otherwiseti
t i
A ⎧= ⎨⎩  
The decision variables for the model are made as follows: 
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forward flow: amount of demand of product  at customer  served from client  
          shipped through warehouse or hybird facility  ( , , , )
tijkX t k
j t T i I j J k K
=




reverse flow: amount of demand of product  at customer  sent back to clients  
         shipped through collection center or hybird facility  ( , , , )
tijkY t
j t T i I j J k K
=
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈  




∈⎧= ⎨⎩  
1  if hybird warehouse-collection facility is established at site  ( )
0 otherwise  j
j j J
H
∈⎧= ⎨⎩  
1 if a collection center is established at site  ( )
0 otherwise                                                               j
j j J
R
∈⎧= ⎨⎩  
 
4.2.2 Model Formulation 
The proposed mathematical formulation is stated in the following equations. 
Min Z
              
j j j j j j t tijk ij
j J j J j J t T i I j J k K
t tijk ijk
t T i I j J k K




∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
∈ ∈ ∈ ∈
= ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅ ⋅
+ ⋅ ⋅
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑∑∑∑
∑∑∑∑
k
                   (4.1) 
Subject to 
t tijk j j j j
t T i I k K
X P W Q H j Jγ
∈ ∈ ∈
⋅ ≤ ⋅ + ⋅ ∀ ∈∑∑∑  (4.2) 
t tijk j j j j
t T i I k K
Y V R U H jγ
∈ ∈ ∈
⋅ ≤ ⋅ + ⋅ ∀ ∈∑∑∑ J  (4.3) 
1 j j jW H R j J+ + ≤ ∀ ∈   (4.4) 
,tijk ti tk
i I j J
X A F t T k K
∈ ∈
⋅ = ∀ ∈ ∈∑∑   (4.5) 
,tijk ti t tk
i I j j
Y A r F t T k K
∈ ∈
⋅ = ⋅ ∀ ∈ ∈∑∑   (4.6) 
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0, 0 , , ,tijk tijkX Y i I j J k K t≥ ≥ ∀ ∈ ∈ ∈ ∈T  (4.7) 
{ }, , 0,1j j jW H R j J∈ ∀ ∈   (4.8) 
The objective function (4.1) minimizes the total integrated logistics operations cost 
comprised of shipping cost and the cost associated with opening and operating the 
distribution facilities. Constraint (4.2) and constraint (4.3) impose the capacity limitation 
on opening facilities for handling the forward and returned flows, respectively. Constraint 
(4.4) guarantees that at most one type of facilities is located at each potential depot. 
Constraint (4.5) guarantees that the forward demands of all customers are satisfied. 
Constraint (4.6) guarantees that the returned demands of all customers are satisfied. 
Finally, constraint (4.7) enforces the non-negativity restriction on the corresponding 
decision variables and constraint (4.8) enforces the integrality restrictions on the binary 
variables.  
 
4.3 SOLUTION APPROACH 
Ignoring the reverse flows in the network, while considering the forward flows only, the 
attempted problem reduces to a Capacitated Plant Location Problem (CPLP). The CPLP 
is proved to be NP-complete (Davis and Ray, 1969), and as such, the proposed model 
which incorporates additional reverse flows is an NP-hard problem. The use of 
conventional tool to solve such problem is limited due to the inherent complexity of the 
problem. Thus, a genetic algorithm (GA) with two greedy algorithms is developed for 
solution purpose. 
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Genetic algorithms, as powerful and broadly applicable stochastic search and 
optimization techniques, have been successfully used to solve complex optimization 
problems in engineering design and planning (Gen and Cheng, 1997). The main steps in 
the GA procedure are elaborated in the following sections. 
 
4.3.1 Genetic Representation 
The representation of a chromosome is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Each candidate location 
is represented by two genes: the situation that both genes are equal to 0 indicates there is 
no facility to be located at such location; the situation that the first gene is equal to 1 and 
the second gene is equal to 0 shows that a collection center will be set up at such location; 
the situation that the first gene is equal to 0 and the second gene is equal to 1 means that a 
warehouse will be set up at such location; the situation that both genes are equal to 1 
indicates that a hybrid warehouse-collection facility will be set up at such location. 
 
Figure 4.2 A Genetic Representation Scheme of Chromosome 
 
4.3.2 Initial Population 
All the chromosomes are one-dimensional arrays that are randomly generated using 
binary value (0 or 1) to represent the decision values. The population size is determined 
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by the length of the chromosomes. In this research, the population size is set as ten times 
the length of chromosome. 
 
4.3.3 Genetic Operators 
Genetic operators, including crossover and mutation in conventional genetic algorithms, 
are used to generate diversity and to combine existing solutions into others. In this 
research, an additional operator, repair operator, is developed to correct infeasible 
solution which may be generated by following crossover and mutation. 
 
• Crossover 
In the proposed GA, a crossover operator is used to generate the new individuals by 
combining information contained in two chromosomes. Firstly, the chromosomes of the 
parents are randomly chosen with a certain probability. Secondly, the one-cut point 
crossover method (Gen and Cheng, 1997) is applied to generate offspring. 
 
• Mutation 
After crossover operations, a certain number of chromosomes are selected for mutation. 
In the proposed GA, only one gene of each selected chromosome is randomly chosen to 
undergo the mutation, which flips a gene value from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. 
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• Repair 
Since a large number of infeasible location solutions, which violate capacity constraints 
(4.2) and (4.3), may be generated after crossover and mutation, a possible remedy could 
be to consider extra costs for penalizing infeasibility. However such penalty costs are 
difficult to estimate in a meaningful manner and this is therefore less realistic. Thus, a 
repair operator is alternatively applied to the offspring to replace the infeasible solutions 
with new feasible solutions. The main idea for the proposed repair strategy is to add new 
warehouses or hybrid warehouse-collection facilities in case that the total capacity of 
facilities for handling forward products is insufficient; or to add new collection centers or 
hybrid warehouse-collection facilities in case that the total capacity of facilities for 
handling returned products is insufficient. The main steps of the proposed repair strategy 
are described as follows: 
1) Decode the chromosomes to obtain the location of each type of facility. 
2) Compare the total capacity of all opening facilities for handling forward products 
with the total forward demand at customers and also compare the total capacity of 
all opening facilities for handling returned products with the total reverse demand 
at customers. 
3) If the total forward capacity is less than the total forward demand, choose one 
candidate location at random whose second gene are not equal to 0, and then set 
the value of second gene of this candidate location equal to 1, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.3. 
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4) If the total reverse capacity is less than the total reverse demand, choose one 
candidate location at random whose first gene are not equal to 0, and then set the 
value of first gene of this candidate location equal to 1, as illustrate in Figure 4.4. 
5) Repeat from 2) to 4) until the forward capacity and reverse capacity are larger 
than or equal to the total forward and reverse demand respectively. 
 
Figure 4.3 Repair Strategy for Insufficient Forward Capacity 
 
 
Figure 4.4 Repair Strategy for Insufficient Reverse Capacity 
 
4.3.4 Evaluation 
Since the maximum capacity of facilities for handling forward and return product flows is 
taken into account in this study, the allocation of product flows through such logistics 
distribution network is an NP-hard problem given set of facility locations as determined 
by decoding the chromosomes. Thus, the use of conventional solution algorithm to obtain 
the corresponding optimal product flows solution is limited due to the inherent 
complexity of the problem. Therefore, two greedy algorithms are proposed in this section 
to obtain the values of both forward and reverse shipping flows. These two greedy 
algorithms also ensure that the obtained allocation solution of product flows satisfy the 
conservation-of-flow constraints (4.5) and (4.6) based on their iterations. The main steps 
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of such two greedy algorithms are described as follows where the same notations in 
Section 4.2 are adopted. 
 
 Greedy algorithm 1 for the forward shipping flow 
Step 1.1. Construct Set  set of :A j , 1 or 1j jW H∀ = = . 
Step 1.2. Choose the product type  with the maximum t tα , t T∈ .  
Step 1.3. Construct Set  set of i , :B 1tiA∀ =  with the product type t  choosing in  
 Step 1.2. 
Step 1.4. Construct Set  set of k , :C 0tkF∀ ≠  with the product type  choosing in  t
 Step 1.2. 
Step 1.5. Choose the , j A∈ i B∈  and k C∈  with the minimum shipping cost . ijkcf
Step 1.6. If j j j jP W Q H F⋅ + ⋅ ≥ tk , set tijk tkX F=  and 
 j j j j j j j jP W Q H P W Q H F⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ − tk , eliminate customer  from ;  k C
If j j j jP W Q H F⋅ + ⋅ < tk , set tijk j j j jX P W Q H= ⋅ + ⋅ , 
( )tk tk j j j jF F P W Q H= − ⋅ + ⋅  and 0j j j jP W Q H⋅ + ⋅ = ,  
eliminate site j  from A ;  
Step 1.7. If C φ= , eliminate product type  form T ; otherwise, go to Step 1.5. t
Step 1.8. If T φ= , terminate the Greedy algorithm 1; otherwise, go to Step 1.2. 
 
 Greedy algorithm 2 for the reverse shipping flow 
Step 2.1. Construct Set  set of :A j , 1 or 1j jR H∀ = = . 
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Step 2.2. Choose the product type  with the maximum t tβ , t T∈ .  
Step 2.3. Construct Set  set of i , :B 1tiA∀ =  with the product type t  choosing in  
 Step 2.2. 
Step 2.4. Construct Set  set of k , :C 0tkF∀ ≠  with the product type  choosing in  t
 Step 2.2. 
Step 2.5. Choose the , j A∈ i B∈  and k C∈  with the minimum shipping cost .  ijkcr
Step 2.6. If j j j j tV R U H r F⋅ + ⋅ ≥ ⋅ tk , set tijk t tkY r F= ⋅  and 
 j j j j j j j j tV R U H V R U H r F⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ − ⋅ tk , eliminate customer  from ;  k C
  If j j j j tV R U H r F⋅ + ⋅ < ⋅ tk , set tijk j j j jY V R U H= ⋅ + ⋅ ,  
   and ( )t tk t tk j j j jr F r F V R U H⋅ = ⋅ − ⋅ + ⋅ 0j j j jV R U H⋅ + ⋅ = ,  
  eliminate customer j  from A ;  
Step 2.7. If C φ= , eliminate product type  form T ; otherwise, go to Step 2.5. t
Step 2.8. If T φ= , terminate the Greedy algorithm 2; otherwise, go to Step 2.2. 
 
4.3.5 Selection 
In the proposed GA, the selection probability of a chromosome to form a new population 
is proportional to its fitness value relative to other chromosomes in the population. 
Roulette wheel selection method is adopted in this research. The selection probability of 
the th chromosome x  of each generation is calculated according to the following 
formula: 
i
( ) ( ) / ( )i i i
i
p x f x f x= ∑                                                                                                  (4.9) 
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where ( )if x  is the fitness value of the i th chromosome  calculated by the reciprocal of 
the objective function value in Equation (4.1). Apparently, the chromosome with larger 
fitness value will have higher probability to be chosen. The new population size is as 
same as the initial population. 
x
 
4.3.6 The Genetic Algorithm Procedure 
The steps of the proposed GA in this section are summarized as follows (Figure 4.5): 
(1) Generate an initial population 
 
(2) Choose the chromosomes that will be recombined by crossover. The new offspring 
will be added to the initial population. The random mutation is used for positioning 
chromosomes; the new chromosomes will be added to the initial population.  
 
(3) Repair strategy is applied to the offspring in order to replace infeasible solutions with 
new feasible solutions. 
 
(4) Evaluate each chromosome in the current population by calculating the value of the 
corresponding fitness function. 
 
(5) Select the chromosome by applying the roulette wheel selection to form a new 
population. The population size of the new population is also set as ten times the 
length of the chromosome. 
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(6) Stop the iterations if the end condition is satisfied; otherwise, go to the next 
generation. 
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Start




Does the facility 
capacity satisfy the total 
forward and reverse 
demand? 
Calculate forward and reverse 
flows
Is the maximum iteration 
number reached?
Calculate the objective function 
value and transform it into the 
fitness value








Figure 4.5 Flowchart of the Proposed GA 
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4.4 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
Numerical experiments are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
solution approach in this section. The proposed GA with two greedy algorithms is 
developed by C++. All the test problems are executed on a PC with Pentium IV 3.60 
GHz CPU with 512MB of RAM. 
 
4.4.1 Experiment Design 
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic algorithm, five sets of 
problems with different dimension are generated as shown in Table 4.1. In each problem 
set, five problem samples are randomly generated. In total, twenty-five samples are tested. 
 
Table 4.1 Generated Problem Sets of Integrated Distribution 







No. of  
types of 
products 
1 3 5 20 2 
2 5 10 50 5 
3 10 20 100 7 
4 10 20 200 5 
5 15 20 100 10 
 
The data generation mainly consists of constructing the setup cost for installing each 
facility, the capacity of each facility for handling products, the shipping cost coefficient 
of each type of products in forward channel and reverse channel, the per unit occupied 
capacity by each type of products, the customer demands on each type of products, the 
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unit sending cost between different origins and destinations, the return rate of each type 
of products and the availability of each type of products at each supplier. All these data 
are generated by the following formulae, where the same notations in Section 4.2 are 
used and the square brackets denote the random number generation from a uniform 
distribution in the indicated range. 
z Setup cost for installing warehouse j : [3000,6000]jsw = ; 
z Setup cost for installing hybrid warehouse-collection facility j : ; [4000,8000]jsh =
z Setup cost for installing collection center j : [2000,5000]jsc = ; 
z Capacity of warehouse j  for handling forward products: ; [800,6000]jP =
z Capacity of hybrid warehouse-collection facility j  for handling forward products: 
; [600,4000]jQ =
z Capacity of hybrid warehouse-collection facility j  for handling returned products: 
; [200,2500]jU =
z Capacity of collection center j  for handling returned products: ; [400,3000]jV =
z Shipping cost coefficient of product t  in forward channel: [0.5,1.5]tα = ; 
z Shipping cost coefficient of product t  in reverse channel: [0.5,1.5]tβ = ; 
z Per unit occupied capacity by product t : [1,4]tγ = ; 
z Demand for forward product t  of each customer : k [10,50]tkF = ; 
z Cost of sending each unit of forward product from client i  to customer  via 
warehouse or hybrid facility 
k
j : [1.0,5.0]ijkcf = ; 
z Cost of sending each unit of returned product from customer k  to client  via i
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collection center or hybrid facility j : [1.0,5.0]ijkcr = ; 
z Return rate of product t : [0.05,0.7]tr = ; 
z Availability of product  at supplier i : t [0,1]tiA = . 
 
In the generation of customer demands on different types of products, whether a customer 
needs a certain type of product or not is firstly identified. Then the quantity of demands is 
generated from a uniform distribution. For instance, as can be seen in Figure 4.6, an 
integer between 0 and 10 is randomly generated for each customer and also for Product 1. 
If the generated number of a customer is larger than the comparison number of Product 1, 
such as Customer 5 and Customer 6, it means the customer demands a certain number of 
Product 1; otherwise, if the generated number of a customer, such as Customer 1, 2, 3, 4, 
7, or 8, is smaller than the comparison number of Product 1, it shows that the customer 
does not demand Product 1. Then the quantity of the demands for Product 1 of Customer 
5 and 6 is generated from the uniform distribution. 
 
Figure 4.6 Data Generation for the Different Types of Product Demand of Customer  
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4.4.2 Experiment Results 
Optimal solutions of the test problems are obtained by applying CPLEX 9.1. The 
parameters of the proposed GA are set as follows. The population size is set to be equal 
to ten times the length of chromosome. According to the preliminary experiments which 
are conducted for testing the suitable value of mutation rate and crossover rate, the 
maximum number of generation is set to be 50. Crossover rate and mutation rate are set 
to be 0.5 and 0.07 respectively. 
 
Table 4.2 provides the comparison of results between the optimal solution obtained by 
CPLEX and the feasible solution obtained by the proposed GA. The gap between 
solutions obtained by the GA and CPLEX is illustrated in Figure 4.7. As it can be seen, 
the gaps between the optimal solution and the feasible solution for problems in Problem 
set 1 are all equal to 0 which indicates that generally the algorithm proposed in this 
research can obtain the optimal solution for the problems with small dimension. 
Furthermore, the gap is not strictly consistent with the problem structure. The problems 
with larger dimensions may have smaller gap compare with the problems with smaller 
dimensions. However, for the problems with different structure, the gaps are all less than 
5%. It is obvious that the solution obtained by the GA is acceptable. 
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Table 4.2 The Results of the Test Problem 
The optimal solution 
obtained by CPLEX 
The feasible solution 











1–1 10903 0 10903 1 0.00 
1–2 6193 0 6193 1 0.00 
1–3 6784 0 6784 1 0.00 
1–4 6823 0 6823 1 0.00 
1–5 14837 0 14837 1 0.00 
2–1 49057 24 49576 27 1.06 
2–2 48786 65 49526 31 1.52 
2–3 82620 14 84015 28 1.69 
2–4 55439 57 56923 23 2.68 
2–5 68080 24 69016 20 1.37 
3–1 186474 279 194499 233 4.30 
3–2 205136 1842 209341 279 2.05 
3–3 174314 1646 180270 221 3.42 
3–4 166291 2319 169106 290 1.69 
3–5 120352 11261 123395 227 2.53 
4–1 137972 2393 144282 349 4.57 
4–2 193196 1282 201874 459 4.49 
4–3 240541 3943 246369 692 2.42 
4–4 266100 2283 273204 634 2.67 
4–5 203769 16958 209894 828 3.01 
5–1 209521 3278 218594 568 4.33 
5–2 227224 7900 232187 723 2.18 
5–3 212112 3015 220113 443 3.77 
5–4 228711 5035 238212 424 4.15 
5–5 237973 1238 247673 650 4.08 
a. GAP = 100 × (the feasible value obtained by the GA - optimal value obtained by CPLEX) / optimal value 
obtained by CPLEX 
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Figure 4.7 The Gaps Between the Feasible Solutions and the Optimal Solutions 
 
Figure 4.8 illustrates the comparison of computational time between the proposed GA 
and CPLEX. Apparently, the computational time of applying CPLEX deteriorates 
substantially as the size of the problem scale increases. Even for the problem which has 
the same structure, the computational time of applying CPLEX is also unstable. 
Especially for Problem 4-5, the computational time by applying CPLEX reaches to 4.7 
hours. On the other hand, the computational time of applying the GA is fairly consistent 
with the problem size and increases mildly with the growth of the problem size and the 
number of GA generations.  
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Figure 4.8 The Comparison of Computational Time Between the Proposed GA and 
CPLEX 
 
4.4.3 Sensitivity Analysis of Return Rates 
In practice, return rate is a key parameter in the integrated network design in this research. 
In order to investigate the impact of return rate on the total cost of attempted problem, a 
sensitive analysis is conducted. Four different ranges of return rate are applied which are 
[0.05 0.1], [0.1 0.3], [0.3 0.5] and [0.5 0.7]. Figure 4.10 illustrates the objective value 
obtained by the proposed GA with the different levels of return rate. It is observed that 
the total cost is very sensitive to the change of return volume. As the return rate increases, 
the total cost increases significantly. 
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Return rate = [0.05 0.1]
Return rate = [0.1 0.3]
Return rate = [0.3 0.5]
Return rate = [0.5 0.7]
 
Figure 4.9 Results with Different Level of Return Rates 
 
4.5 CONCLUSIONS 
Since the 3PLs have sufficient tools and systems to assist in controlling forward 
distributions effectively, reverse logistics is an intuitive extension of the existing business 
scope of the 3PLs and it is not necessary to interrupt the existing forward flows. 
Nowadays, more and more companies outsource their forward and reverse distribution to 
the 3PLs. This chapter has explored the integrated forward and reverse distributions 
network design problem for the 3PLs which involves in the important characteristic of 
the 3PLs which is that the 3PLs usually have lots of clients which have their own 
customers. The mixed integer liner programming (MILP) model has been proposed to 
formulate this problem. Due to the complexity of the problem and the large number of 
variables and constraints, the genetic algorithm has been proposed to obtain the solution. 
The additional two greedy algorithms have been developed to obtain the solutions of 
forward and reverse shipping flows. Five test problem sets are generated to evaluate the 
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performance of the proposed solution method. The numerical results reveal that the 
proposed algorithm has good performance with respect to the reasonable computational 
times and the near optimal solution. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
This concluding chapter highlights the achievement accomplished in this thesis and 
proposes recommendations for future research of interest.  
 
5.1 SUMMERY OF THE RESEARCH  
This research focused on the investigation on the integrated network design for the 3PLs. 
We have begun our investigation in Chapter 1 by pointing out that the product flows in 
today’s business environments are no longer unidirectional. Companies continue to seek 
ways to achieve competitive advantage. Reverse logistics will be one way to reduce cost, 
increase revenues and customer service levels and help to obtain market advantage. 
However, many of these companies are not able to afford the resources necessary to 
effectively handle the forward distribution and even the processes required for 
appropriately handling increasing volumes of returned goods. Outsourcing their logistics 
services to the third party logistics providers is undoubtedly the best choice for these 
companies. Chapter 2 reviewed the literature relating the reverse distribution network 
design with a particular focus on outsourcing reverse distribution to the 3PLs.  Moreover, 
the integrated network is recommended as the efficient design for both forward products 
delivery and returned products collection. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the two models are 
proposed to deal with the forward and reverse distributions simultaneously under 
different scenarios. The first one more concern the efficient way to make a tradeoff 
between the minimization of the total cost and maximization of the quantity of the end-
of-use products returned by the customers. The multi-objective is ideal suitable for 
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handling this kind of problem. The second one more focuses on the characteristics of the 
3PLs and is proposed for the multiproduct distribution problem.  Due to the complexity 
of the problem and the large number of variables and constraints, the genetic algorithm 
has been proposed to obtain the solution for both tow models. 
 
5.2 SIGNIFICANCE AND HIGHLIGHTS OF THE RESEARCH 
Reverse distribution can take place through the original forward channel, through a 
separate reverse channel, or through combinations of forward and reverse channel. The 
efficient design of the integrated distribution network for both forward products delivery 
and returned products collection is a challenging issue in the field of reverse logistics.  As 
such, the first contribution of this research is that it proposed the two models of integrated 
network design problems for the 3PLs. Moreover, the characteristics of the 3PLs are also 
emphasized in these network designs, including the tradeoff between cost and customer 
satisfaction. Furthermore, based on the different scenarios created for each model, the 
different greedy algorithms associate with traditional GA are proposed in this research for 
obtaining the products flows in both forward and reverse channels. Numerical 
experiments indicate that this solution method performs well in terms of both solution 
quality and run time consumed. 
 
5.3 FUTURE WORK RECOMMENDATION 
In this research the quantities of product demands and the return rate of used products at 
the customers are assumed to be deterministic. However, due to the variety of products of 
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the corresponding different return rate, it is difficult to estimate the return rate accurately. 
An extension of this work is to expand the proposed model to the situation with 
stochastic return rate. On the other hand, it is necessary to consider the different real 
problem settings in terms of dynamic aspects such as the number of customers, the 
number of clients, and the pattern of demand volume. Furthermore, another extension of 
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